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The Board on the dais.

espite the competing temptations of glorious San Diego weather, the
2010 APPIC Annual Membership Meeting (the “business meeting”)
was very well attended on Thursday, August 12 during the APA
Convention.
It was announced that Ms. Connie
Hercey, Executive Director, would
be retiring at the end of this year, an
announcement met with bittersweet
regret by the audience. Through many
years of successive Chairs and Board
Members, and vast operational changes
as APPIC transitioned into the Electronic
Age, Ms. Hercey has been the captain at
the helm of operations and will greatly
be missed. Just as we go to press, APPIC
announced that Dr. Jeff Baker had been
selected as new Executive Director.
APPIC Chair Dr. Sharon Berry made
Ms. Connie Hercey
her annual ‘state of APPIC’ report, summarizing accomplishments of the past year and challenges still to be met with
her characteristic vigor and enthusiasm. A number of other Board Members
and Committee Chairs also updated the audience in their areas of responsibility.
Dr. Gene D’Angelo was again eloquent in presenting the annual APPIC
Awards. For 2010, the recipients were as follows:
Award for Excellence in Training:
Cathy Mavrolas, Ph.D., University of Chicago/Pritzker Medical School
Award for Excellence in Diversity Training:
Martha Webb, Ph.D., Berea Children’s Home & Family Services
Student Research Award:
Sandra Sanger, University of Minnesota- Twin Cities

MORE PHOTOS ON PAGE 4

2010 has been a very eventful year
for APPIC! Let me name just a few of
the highlights:
• We contributed to the hugely
successful CCTC 2010 Conference in
Orlando in February
• We contributed to the development
of the Internship Development Toolkit
through CCTC
• We completed the first Match based
on the new AAPI Online in 2010 and
have enhanced both the application
and process for 2011 based on feedback
we received from our members and
doctoral program associates.
• We learned that our dedicated and
highly respected Executive Director,
Ms. Connie Hercey, MBA, will retire at
the end of the year and honored her at
the APPIC Business Meeting during the
APA Convention in San Diego.
• We began a search for a psychologist in the role of Executive Director
• APPIC changed the name for
our graduate program affiliates from
“subscribers” to “Doctoral Program
Associates” to better reflect their relationship with APPIC
• We eliminated plans for the
“Clearinghouse” following the 2011
Match, and have developed a second
phase of the Match which we believe
will be less chaotic and serve the needs
of both intern applicants and internship
training directors
AAPI Online: Year 2 of the AAPI

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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CONNIE HERCEY AWARD
ESTABLISHED!!!!

APPIC would like to announce the establishment of the
CONNIE HERCEY AWARD
FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO APPIC.
Ms. Hercey herself will be honored as the first recipient of this
award at the APPIC Business Meeting during the 2011 APA
Convention in Washington, DC. Watch for details over
time!!!!

Advocacy alert!

We need Campus Training Reps! If you- or someone from
your department, internship, or postdoc-are not yet servicing in the role of Campus Representative for the grassroots
EDUCATION ADVOCACY NETWORK, please contact Dr.
Sharon Berry at Sharon.berry@childrensmn.org. We need your
involvement!

BAKER NAMED NEW APPIC
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Jeff Baker, Ph.D., ABPP, will soon take on the role of APPIC
Executive Director, anticipated in January 2011 as Ms. Connie
Hercey retires at the end of December. Dr. Baker is a former
APPIC Board Member and Director of Psychology Training
and Clinical Professor of Anesthesiology at the University of
Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, TX.

Remarks from the e-Editor:

Advocacy 101

I

By Robert W. Goldberg, Ph.D., ABPP

recently had the privilege to attend the
APA’s Educational Leadership Conference
in Washington, DC, on behalf of the VA
Psychology Training Council. In addition to the
conference theme of lifelong
learning, training and education in approaches to advocacy was provided, prior to
visiting legislators on Capitol
Hill to champion funding
for the Graduate Psychology
Education Program.
Although I am rather vocal
about a number of issues
in professional psychology, this type of activity is not really up my alley, tact not being one
of my cardinal traits. I did, however, learn the
importance of two things: (1) having some facts
(including simple statistics) available to buttress
positions and (2) being able to illustrate points
through anecdotes and vignettes which might
impact legislators at what my neuropsychology
staff would say is a subcortical level. So, for
those of you (us?) who pursue psychology objectives through the political process, appeal to the
limbic system!
Associate Editors Sought
We are looking for a new Associate Editor for
Counseling Centers, as well as having a continuing need for an Associate Editor for Forensic
Psychology. If you want to throw your hat in
the ring, please send your CV and a brief statement of interest to me at Robert.Goldberg2@
va.gov
Adieu, Ms. Hercey!
As you all know, our Executive Director, Ms.
Connie Hercey, will shortly retire. I want personally to express my gratitude for her continuing
involvement with the e-Newsletter despite all
the many, many other – and I daresay, more
essential! – functions she is called upon to perform. She has always facilitated newsletter publication, in hard copy and electronically, when
various logistical glitches arose. I’ve always
valued her prompt action, no matter what other
organizational tasks she is juggling at the time.
For my part, I’ve tried not to use the after-hours
APPIC phone too often in the various journalistic crises I have had in 16 years of editorship.
Connie, you will be replaced but you are irreplaceable. Thanks, again!
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Ms. Hercey receives thanks

Dr. Mavrolas with Dr. D’Angelo

Above: Drs. Abels, Kearny,
and McCutcheon
Right: Ms. Hercey speaks to
the group

Dr. Berry makes a point

Drs. Berry and Taylor

Drs. Webb and D‘Angelo

Above: Ms. Hercey is hailed
by the membership
Left: Past Chair, Dr. Emil
Rodolfa
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Chair’s column
Continued from Page 1

Online has begun, with videos
developed for applicants, doctoral
program training directors, internship directors, and reference letter
writers. We appreciate the previous
contribution of Dr. Karen Taylor as
well as our new AAPI Coordinator,
Dr. Jason Williams, for his continued work toward improvement
of the AAPI Online. Applicants as
well as graduate and internship
directors of training have provided
feedback (over 5000 comments), all
of which were taken seriously to
improve the application process.
The following are just some of the
enhancements for the 2011 Match
based on this feedback:
• Additional assessment measures can be added as needed;
• Multiple documents can now
be uploaded as supplemental materials (even though APPIC continues
to discourage supplemental materials given that the AAPI has been
developed as a “universal” application);
• Additional treatment settings
have been added (all in alphabetical
order);
• Curriculum Vita: this can now
be customized for use with a specific site to which the candidate
is applying similar to the way the
essays can be modified;
• Designations: an email will be
sent to the applicant once a site has
received an application that is considered complete; likewise, an email
will be sent to the DCT every time
an applicant adds a designation to
the online application so that DCT’s
are aware of all programs to which
the student has applied.
• Automated reminder emails
will be sent to reference letter writers every two weeks.
• A certification statement has
been added to the reference portal
to insure that the letters are from
the designated reference.
• Internship training directors
can now search for applicants by
name and can search applicants on
the basis of any number of parameters to help narrow their review
process.
Match 2 (previously known as

the Clearinghouse): The APPIC
Board worked together for year
to identify alternative solutions to
the Clearinghouse process. As you
know, we underwent a systematic
search for feedback following the
development of an inter-council
Work Group involving individuals
representing a variety of constituencies. CCTC requested feedback
from their constituents, at the same
time that APPIC asked for feedback
and completed a survey through
our own membership. Finally, a formal vote was completed, indicating
overwhelming support for this new
process, with your feedback incorporated every step of the way to
enhance the final outcome. We are
hopeful that this change will fine
tune the process, reduce the chaos
experienced by many through the
previous clearinghouse process,
and address concerns about who
is able to utilize the Match process.
Watch for this educational information in coming months through the
APPIC listserv and website.
Match Imbalance: APPIC continues to work closely with all
of the training councils through
CCTC or the Council of Chairs
of Training Councils. We have
worked to move forward all of the
action steps agreed upon through
a consensus report from the 2008
Match Imbalance Meeting (the full
report can be found at: http://
www.apa.org/education/grad/
match-imbalance-mtg.pdf). One of
APPIC’s action items was to work
with CCTC to develop a survey
that was completed through APPIC
in 2009 through which individuals
from both graduate programs and
internships identified themselves
as potential resources to help others with the development of new
internships or expansion of current
programs. This list will soon be
posted by state or Canadian province so that these valuable resources
can be contacted for assistance as
needed. If you would like to add
your name as a resource for others
in your state, please email me with
your contact information!
Subsequently, APA Division 42,
Independent Practice, requested to
collaborate with APPIC on a project
also designed to connect programs

and resources. Division 42 has many
members with ABPP certification
and/or significant clinical expertise
who would willingly donate time to
APPIC sites or newly developing programs as a service to the profession
and training of future psychologists,
and as a way of engaging actively
to smooth the entry of younger colleagues into the field. Involvement
could range from serving as a secondary supervisor, didactic seminar
development and/or presentation,
coordinating multicultural seminars,
facilitating process groups, providing low cost therapy to trainees, and
involvement with Advocacy. Once
identified, these resources will also be
posted by state for programs to contact for assistance.
Annual Surveys of Members
and Doctoral Program Associates:
APPIC annually surveys internship
training directors (226 respondents),
with the following items of interest:
• The majority (54%) have no
model preference when selecting
interns
• Only 36% receive reimbursement for clinical services by interns
• Only one fourth (24%) -- a drop
from one third in 2009) reported
that interns in their state were
allowed to bill insurance for clinical
services
• The most important factors in
evaluating interns for interviews
included the following:
o AAPI Essay responses
o Number of practicum intervention and assessment hours
o Letters of Recommendation
o Academic Preparation
o Experience with Particular
Clinical Populations
o Cover letter
Directors of Graduate Training
(117 respondents) indicated the
following:
• 83% were somewhat to very
satisfied with the communication
provided about their students by
internship training directors
• 85% require that students continue to pay tuition fees while on
internship
• 37% require that their students
apply only to APA accredited programs
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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• 42% require that students apply
only to accredited or APPIC member programs
• 21% have no restrictions on
where their students can apply
Postdoctoral fellowship training
directors (35 respondents) indicated
the following:
• 52% would like to include students at future APPIC Conferences (in
contrast to 2009 when 56% indicated
that they preferred NOT to have students attend APPIC conferences)
• 76% would like APPIC to provide more postdoctoral training
information to better serve their
needs
• Funding sources include the following:
o 31% Institutional funds
o 29% Department funds
o 26% Patient revenues
o 23% Hospital funds
Ongoing APPIC Resources: In
closing, I want to highlight ongoing
APPIC resources available to you
throughout the year!
• TEPP Journal (a member benefit) – we are very proud of the journal we share with APA and hope
you continue to find this helpful in
your daily work, and that you will
consider contributing to this publication.
• APPIC Newsletter: these are
archived so available to you at any
time. Consider contributing an article or becoming an Associate Editor
(which requires only two articles
each year) as your thoughts and
creativity are important to our community. We need your involvement
to stimulate new ideas and create
quality improvements.
• Advocacy: APPIC strongly
supports the advocacy efforts by
many of you through the grassroots
network established through the

APA Education Directorate – so that
we can work together to encourage
our congressional representatives
on topics that impact the education and training community. If
you or someone in your program
or department is not yet serving as
a Campus Training Representative,
please contact me for more information and to get involved. This is a
low time demand role that packs
a huge punch with regard to our
needs at the national level.
• Informal Problem Consultation
or IPC: APPIC Board members continue to provide informal problem
consultation to students, interns,
postdoctoral fellows, graduate faculty, directors of graduate training,
and internship or postdoctoral training directors. Our goals include
protecting the integrity of the
APPIC Match contract, maintaining quality control over the APPIC
membership criteria, and general
humanitarian assistance for students and training directors. Please
contact me directly by email for IPC
requests or find further information
on the APPIC website (we are soon
to implement a web-based form that
we would like you to utilize when
you request consultation).
• APPIC Mentors: mentors are
available to you at any time, with
veteran training directors willing
to help you with various questions
about internship development or
other issues; contact Dr. Arnie Abels
at abelsa@umkc.edu
• APPIC website: we are updating
the website so this will be user friendly and provide easier access to the
numerous resources offered – check
back often for updates and new material. In addition, you are now able to
pay APPIC dues online, which might
make it easier for many.

• APPIC Conference 2012:
Plan ahead for the next APPIC
Conference in early 2012! Consider
getting involved by submitting presentations or posters based on your
own research or successes in your
program!
As I begin my second year as the
APPIC Chair, I am reminded daily
of the importance of our community. I jokingly stated at the APA
Business Meeting that Education is
the most important component of
APA as both Practice and Science
are only as strong as the Education
process in building the next generation of psychologists and continuing to create quality programming
and evidence based practices that
serve others, including many underserved populations. I am inspired
each day by the work each of you
do and hope that you will turn to
APPIC for help or assistance or to
showcase your successes! As you
read the newsletter and can see first
hand the creativity of our members,
please know how valuable your
individual feedback is to the direction of APPIC. We rely on your
investment in our annual surveys,
and for your attendance at our biannual conferences, where we get a
chance to meet you and learn what
is most important to you. The education and training community is
truly a partnership of individuals
representing the entire spectrum
of professional development, and
innovations can only be identified
when you speak up and help us to
think outside the box. Stay in touch
with the Board at any time and
volunteer your time! I trust that
you will find this involvement as
gratifying as I have! You can reach
me at any time at: Sharon.berry@
childrensmn.org
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2010 APPIC Match
Survey of Internship Applicants

T

By Greg Keilin, Ph.D., APPIC Match Coordinator | August 30, 2010

Summary of survey results

his report contains the results from
the survey of applicants who were
registered for the 2010 APPIC Match.
This survey of applicants who were registered for the 2010 APPIC Match was conducted via the internet between February
23 and March 29, 2010. All 3,890 applicants who registered for the APPIC Match
were sent an e-mail message (along with two reminder
e-mails) about the availability of the survey at a specific
internet address. A total of 2,650 internship applicants
(68%) completed some or all of the survey.
Results of the survey are presented below. Missing
data and “Not Applicable” responses were eliminated,
and percentages do not necessarily total 100% due to
rounding. Some survey items requested open-ended
comments about the AAPI, APPIC Directory Online, the
Match, etc. that are not reported below; however, these
anonymous comments were reviewed by the appropriate APPIC Board and/or committee members who are
responsible for each area.
Some of the more interesting findings from this survey
include:
1. COST: The average total cost of participating in
the selection process was essentially unchanged in 2010
(see question 20).
With the introduction of the AAPI Online service
this year, the average cost of submitting applications
increased 1%, to $259. However, applicants who submitted 15 or fewer applications spent 11% less ($193 vs. $216)
as compared to 2009, while those who submitted more
than 15 applications spent 9% more (average of $337 vs
$308).
As seen in previous years, the cost of participation
varied dramatically across applicants. While the average
applicant spent $1,705 (SD = $1,438, median = $1,320),
many applicants spent considerably less while many
spent considerably more.
2. NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS: Applicants submitted an average of 15.1 internship applications (see
question 15), an increase from 14.7 applications last year,
and received an average of 6.4 interviews (see question
17). Despite the increase in the mean number of applications submitted, the number of interviews received was
unchanged from last year.
This year’s introduction of the AAPI Online service
provided a financial disincentive for applicants to submit
more than 15 applications.
In terms of a longer-term trend, the number of submitted applications decreased between 1999 and 2003, from
13.8 to 12.1, and has been steadily rising since 2003.

3. DEBT: Applicants reported their mean debt load
related to graduate level study in psychology was $77,917
(SD = 68,047, median = $70,000) at the time of the survey
(see question 11), a 3.6% increase from 2009. More than
one-third (39%) reported a debt of $100,000 or higher,
while 18% reported debt exceeding $150,000.
Please note that these figures do not include any additional debt that these students may accrue during the remainder of their graduate training (e.g., during internship).
4. AAPI ONLINE SERVICE: Applicants reported a
moderately positive degree of satisfaction with this new
service, and strongly endorsed the service as being an
improvement over the previous paper-based submission
process and as saving them time and money (see question 29).
5. PREVIOUS PARTICIPATION: Approximately 8%
of applicants reported having participated in a previous
APPIC Match (see question 13).
6. GENDER: Approximately 78% of internship applicants in the 2010 Match were female (see question 38).
Questions 33-41 provide additional demographic information.
7. PRACTICUM HOURS: Median doctoral hours
reported by applicants from the
2010 APPIC Match (see question 46):
Doctoral Intervention: Median = 539 n = 2013
Doctoral Assessment: Median = 152 n = 2008
Doctoral Supervision: Median = 306 n = 1994
Question 46 also provides the median numbers of masters practicum hours reported by applicants.
APPIC recommends that applicants interpret these
numbers cautiously. Applicants should NOT assume
that the numbers of practicum hours reported are necessary to successfully obtain an internship, as many
Training Directors have told us that they consider these
raw numbers to be one of the less important aspects of an
application.
7. SALARY: Matched applicants reported a mean
internship salary of $23,708, an increase of 1.3% from
2009 (see question 26).
8. CLASS SIZE: Applicants reported the number of students in their entering doctoral class and the number of students in their program who applied to internship this year
(see questions 9 and 10). Approximately 16% of applicants
reported having an entering doctoral class that exceeded 40
students, while 12% reported having more than 40 students
from their program apply to internship this year.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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in other doctoral or masters programs):
1. Type of Doctoral Program
Clinical 		
Counseling
School
Combined
Other

2082 		
332 		
139
		
71
		
18
		

79 %
13 %
5%
3%
1%

INTERPRETATION NOTE: A “combined” program
could mean: (a) a doctoral program that defines itself
as a “combined” program (e.g. clinical-school), or (b)
an arrangement negotiated by a student in which he/
she integrates the curricula of two separate doctoral programs at his/her school.
2. Degree Sought
Ph.D.
		
1523 		
58 %
Psy.D.
		
1113 		
42 %
Ed.D.
2
		
0%
Other
8 		
0%
NOTE: Six of the Eight who designated “other”
reported that they were respecializing.
3. Is your doctoral program APA- or CPA-accredited?
Yes
No

		
		

2492
144

		
		

95 %
5%

4. Location of your doctoral Program
United States
2516
Canada
108
		
Other, please specify 13
		

95%
4%
0%

5. Is your program housed within a religiously-affiliated institution?
Yes
		
416 		
16 %
No
		
2197 		
84 %
6. Please select the training model of your
DOCTORAL program (as you specified on your AAPI):
Scientist-Practitioner
Practitioner-Scholar or
Scholar-Practitioner
Practitioner
Clinical Scientist
Local Clinical Scientist
Practitioner-Scientist
Practitioner Informed By
Science
Other, please specify

1264
1033

48%
39%

19
137
56
76
34

1%
5%
2%
3%
1%

22

1%

7. Including the current (2009-2010) academic year,
how many years have you been enrolled in your
CURRENT doctoral program (excluding any time spent

This is my 2nd year
This is my 3rd year
This is my 4th year
This is my 5th year
This is my 6th year
This is my 7th year
This is my 8th year
This is my 9th year
This is my 10th year
This is my 11th (or
later) year

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

25
325
1156
741
289
63
22
13
2
2

1%
12%
44%
28%
11%
2%
1%
0%
0%
0%

8. Please check the item that best describes your status
PRIOR to entering your CURRENT doctoral program:
I had NO prior graduate-level training

1571

59%

I had a Master’s degree in psychology

575

22%

I had a Master’s degree in a mental health
field other than psychology (e.g., counseling,
social work, marriage and family)
213
I had a Master’s degree in an unrelated field 96
					
I had been enrolled in a Master’s program in
psychology but did not receive a degree
67

8%
4%
3%

I had been enrolled in a Master’s program
in a mental health field other than psychology
(e.g., counseling, social work, marriage and
family) but did not receive a degree
16

1%

I had been enrolled in a Master’s program
in an unrelated field but did not receive a
degree 				

21

1%

Other, please specify

83

3%

9. Including yourself, how many students began your
current doctoral program in the same academic year in
which you were admitted? Please estimate if you don’t
know the exact number.
Mean = 22.4
		
Median = 13
SD = 23.1
		
Mode = 7
1-10
		
11-20
		
21-30
		
31-40
		
41-50
		
51-60
		
61-70
		
71-80
		
81-90
		
91-100
		
101 or more 		

1145
488
362
187
103
127
74
34
34
47
29

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

44%
19%
14%
7%
4%
5%
3%
1%
1%
2%
1%

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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10. Including yourself, how many students from your
current doctoraL program applied for internship this
year? Please include all students who initially applied,
regardless of whether or not they stayed in the process
or were successful in locating an internship position.
Please estimate if you don’t know the exact number.
Mean = 18.7
			
SD = 21.0
			

Median = 13
Mode = 7

1-10
			
11-20
			
21-30
			
31-40
			
41-50
			
51-60
		
61-70
			
71-80
		
81-90
			
91-100
			
101 or more 			

1302
580
273
160
65
95
29
36
25
40
20

50%
22%
10%
6%
2%
4%
1%
1%
1%
2%
1%

11. Please estimate the total amount of DEBT that
you have accrued to date as a consequence of attending
GRADUATE SCHOOL IN PSYCHOLOGY, including
tuition, fees, living expenses, books, etc.
Please include all forms of debt such as student loans,
credit cards, personal loans, etc. Please do NOT include
undergraduate debt or debt that is unrelated to your
graduate training.
Mean = $77,917
SD = $68,047

Median = $70,000
Mode = $0

$0
			
496
19%
$10,000
			
154
6%
$20,000
			
140
5%
$30,000
			
99
4%
$40,000
			
124
5%
$50,000
			
126
5%
$60,000
			
116
4%
$70,000
			
119
5%
$80,000
			
143
5%
$90,000
			
84
3%
$100,000 - $140,000 		
553
21%
$150,000 - $190,000 		
277
11%
$200,000 - $240,000 		
135
5%
$250,000 - $290,000 		
38
1%
$300,000 - $340,000 		
14
0%
$350,000 - $400,000 		
3
0%
$400,000 or higher 		
3
0%
NOTE: Virtually all applicants will remain in training
for at least 18 months (including the internship year)
after the completion of this survey and may incur additional debt during that period.
12. Which of the following internship programs
would be considered acceptable to your doctoral program? Please check all that apply.

An accredited internship program

2590

98%

An APPIC-member internship program 1502
that is NOT accredited

57%

An internship program that is NOT
accredited and NOT an APPIC member

651

25%

An unpaid internship program

790

30%

13. Please check the item that applies to you (please
respond even if you withdrew from the Match or did
not submit a Rank Order List):
This is my FIRST time
participating in the Match

2425

92%

This is my SECOND time
participating in the Match

202

8%

This is my THIRD time
participating in the Match

11

0%

This is my FOURTH time
participating in the Match

4

0%

Other

3

0%

14. Were you matched to an internship program by
the APPIC Match? (i.e., did your official notification
from National Matching Services [NMS] indicate that
you were successfully matched to an internship program?)
Yes
		
2122 80%
No
		
455
17%
Withdrew / No rankings submitted 73
3%
15. To how many internship sites did you apply (i.e., how
many separate internship applications did you submit)?
Mean = 15.1
SD = 5.5

		

Median = 15
Mode = 15

NOTE: This year’s introduction of the AAPI Online
service provided a financial disincentive for applicants
to submit more than 15 applications.
For comparison purposes, the mean numbers of submitted applications in previous years were:
2009 Match
2008 Match
2007 Match
2006 Match
2005 Match
2004 Match
2003 Match
2002 Match
1999 Match

14.7 applications
13.9 applications
13.4 applications
12.9 applications
12.4 applications
12.4 applications
12.1 applications
13.1 applications
13.8 applications
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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16. Considering ALL of the sites to which you applied,
how many did NOT notify you of your interview status
(e.g., received an interview, no longer under consideration) on or before the “interview notification date”
listed in their APPIC Directory information? For example, if all of your sites notified you in a timely manner,
choose “0”.
Mean = 1.1
SD = 2.6

		
		

Median = 0
Mode = 0

NOTE: A total of 59.7% of applicants reported
being properly notified of their interview status by all
sites to which they applied.
17. How many interviews (telephone or on-site) were
you offered?
Mean = 6.4
SD = 3.7

		
		

Median = 6
Mode = 5

18. How many programs did you include on your
final Rank Order List (i.e., how many program code
numbers were listed)?
Mean = 7.1
SD = 4.3

		

Median = 7
Mode = 6

NOTE: Use caution when comparing these numbers with the results from questions 15-17, since some
sites used multiple program code numbers.
19. Did you participate in the Match with another
person as a “couple” (i.e., by using special Match procedures to submit pairs of rankings)?
Yes
No

16
		
2600 		

1%
99 %

20. APPIC would like to know how much money you
spent on various aspects of the application and selection
process.
APPLICATION COSTS involve preparing and submitting applications to sites, and may include such items
as the fee for the AAPI Online service, obtaining official
copies of transcripts, printing, copying, regular and
overnight mailing, etc.
TRAVEL COSTS may include such items as air or train
fare, car rental, taxi, gasoline, hotel, etc. OTHER COSTS
may include such items as your Match registration fee
($120 or $150), clothing costs, phone calls, etc.
Please enter your BEST ESTIMATE of the dollar
amount spent, digits only, in each of the following areas
(e.g., one hundred dollars would be entered as simply
100):
TOTAL COSTS:

Mean = $1705 SD = 1438
Median = $1320 Mode = 0

APPLICATION
COSTS: 		

Mean = $ 259 SD = 161
Median = $ 218 Mode = 200

TRAVEL COSTS:

Mean = $1326 SD = 1273
Median = $1000 Mode = 2000

OTHER COSTS:

Mean = $ 290 SD = 278
Median = $ 200 Mode = 200

NOTE: The mean total cost remained essentially
unchanged from both 2008 and 2009. Application costs
rose by about 1% as compared to 2009, while travel
costs rose by 4% and “other” costs were essentially
unchanged.
INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR INTERNSHIP
NOTE: Items 21-28 were asked only of applicants
who reported having matched to an internship site.
21. Location of the internship program to which you
were matched:
United States
Canada
Other

		
		
		

1998 		
92 		
5 		

95%
4%
0%

NOTE: All five who designated “other” reported
being matched to an internship in Puerto Rico.
22. Were you matched to a program that is
CURRENTLY accredited by APA (American
Psychological Association)?
Yes
No

		
		

1667 		
420 		

80 %
20 %

23. Were you matched to a program that is
CURRENTLY accredited by CPA (Canadian
Psychological Association)?
Yes
No

		
		

151
1870

		
		

7%
93 %

24. Regardless of your new internship program’s
accreditation status, is that internship program a
CURRENT member of APPIC? (APPIC Members are
listed in the APPIC Directory Online)
Yes
		
2066 		
No
		
23
		
25. Is your new internship position:

99 %
1%

A one-year, full-time internship experience 2075
A two-year, half-time internship experience 9
Other
12

99%
0%
1%

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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26. Please enter the approximate amount of the annual
stipend /salary for your position (e.g., if your stipend
is $12,000 for the year, enter “12000”; if unfunded, enter
“0”). Please estimate if you don’t know the exact amount.
Mean = $23,708
SD = $ 9,548

Median = $23,000
Mode = $24,000

The mean salary represents a 1.3% increase as compared to 2009.
27. Please select the setting(s) that best describe the
internship program to which you were matched (please
check all that apply):
Armed Forces Medical Center
Child/Adolescent Psychiatric/Pediatrics
Community Mental Health Center
Consortium
		
Medical School
		
Prison/Other Correctional Facility
Private General Hospital
		
Private Outpatient Clinic
		
Private Psychiatric Hospital
Psychology Department
School District
		
State/County/Other Public Hospital
University Counseling Center
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Other (please specify)
		

51
335
327
200
288
100
147
120
73
39
83
240
328
341
109

2%
16%
16%
10%
14%
5%
7%
6%
3%
2%
4%
11%
16%
16%
5%

28. What was the rank of the program to which you
were matched? (Please see the 2010 APPIC Match
Statistics for this information)
FEEDBACK ABOUT THE AAPI ONLINE SERVICE
In this section, please rate ONLY your experiences with the
AAPI Online service and the application submission process.
Please do NOT consider your experiences with the APPIC
Match or Clearinghouse or any other aspect of the process.
Please answer the items below using the following scale:
29a. The AAPI Online was user-friendly and easy to
navigate.
Strongly Agree
			
Agree
			
Neutral
			
Disagree
			
Strongly Disagree 		

680
1472
295
135
20

26 %
57 %
11 %
5%
1%

29b. The AAPI Online instructions were helpful and
clearly written.
Strongly Agree
			
Agree
			
Neutral
			
Disagree
			
Strongly Disagree 		

696
1377
381
129
18

27 %
53 %
15 %
5%
1%

29c. The AAPI Online support team was effective in
addressing my questions and concerns.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

771 		
619 		
201 		
114
		
50
		

44 %
35 %
11 %
6%
3%

29d. The AAPI Online support team responded to my
inquiries in a timely manner.
Strongly Agree
		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

716
530
200
124
61

		
		
		
		
		

44 %
32 %
12 %
8%
4%

29e. Overall, I believe that the AAPI Online saved me
TIME in the application process.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1696 		
644 		
166
		
44
		
26
		

66 %
25 %
6%
2%
1%

29f. Overall, I believe that the AAPI Online saved me
MONEY in the application process.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1337 		
595 		
343 		
186
		
109
		

52 %
23 %
13 %
7%
4%

29g. The AAPI Online is an improvement as compared to
the previous paper-based application submission process.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1422 		
592 		
159
		
19
		
9
		

65 %
27 %
7%
1%
0%

29h. Overall, I am satisfied with the AAPI Online service.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1056 		
1262 		
191 		
57
		
27
		

41 %
49 %
7%
2%
1%

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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FEEDBACK ABOUT THE APPIC MATCH
In this section, please rate ONLY your experiences with
the APPIC Match. Please do NOT consider your experiences with the AAPI Online service.
30a. The materials and instructions provided by
National Matching Services (NMS) were clear and comprehensive.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1005 		
1286 		
206
		
81
		
12
		

39%
50%
8%
3%
0%

30b. The registration process with NMS went smoothly.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1426 		
986 		
119
		
41
		
20
		

55%
38%
5%
2%
1%

30c. The submission of my Rank Order List to NMS
went smoothly.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1581 		
859 		
74
		
13
		
8
		

62%
34%
3%
1%
0%

30d. NMS was responsive to my questions and concerns (choose “N/A” if you never contacted NMS).
Strongly Agree
		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

202 		
165 		
64 		
13
		
4
		

45%
37%
14%
3%
1%

30e. I am satisfied with the Match result that I received
from the Matching Program.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree 337

1381 		
518 		
142
		
134
		
13 %

55%
21 %
6%
5%

30f. Overall, I am satisfied with the APPIC Matching
Program.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree

1044 		
873 		
279 		
179
		
189
		

41%
34%
11%
7%
7%

31a. In your judgment, did you experience any
violation(s) of APPIC Match Policies by any site?
Yes
No
Unsure

		
		
		

196
2181
222

		
		
		

8%
84 %
9%

NOTE: Results to this question from previous years:
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

YES
8%
8%
8%
9%
8%
8%
11%
11%
10%
15%
12%

NO
83%
83%
84%
83%
85%
86%
77%
78%
76%
74%
77%

UNSURE
9%
9%
8%
9%
7%
7%
12%
12%
14%
12%
11%

It should be noted that Match Policy changes over
the years may have influenced responses to this item.
31b. Did you reveal any ranking information (e.g., “You
are my first choice”) to any site?
Yes
No
Unsure

19
		
2566 		
11
		

1%
98 %
0%

31c. Did you experience inappropriate pressure from
any site to reveal your rankings?
Yes
No
Unsure

62
		
2487 		
42
		

2%
96 %
2%

31d. Did any site reveal ranking information to you
(e.g., “You are our first choice”)?
Yes
No
Unsure

52
		
2499 		
44
		

2%
96 %
2%

32a. In general, my doctoral program faculty provided
a high level of support for my internship application and
interview experience.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Not Applicable

937 		
820 		
373 		
326 		
145
		
1
		

36 %
32 %
14 %
13 %
6%
0%

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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32b. I worked closely with other students in my program throughout the process (e.g., sharing information,
giving and receiving support).
Strongly Agree
		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree
Not Applicable

924
880
334
317
128
15

		
		
		
		
		
		

36 %
34 %
13 %
12 %
5%
1%

32c. I took the selection process very seriously (i.e.,
I worked hard on my application, invested much time
and energy, etc.).
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree
Not Applicable

2150 		
391 		
42
		
12
		
2
		
3
		

83 %
15 %
2%
0%
0%
0%

32d. I attended local or national workshops that
focused on the internship selection process.
Strongly Agree
		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree
Not Applicable

278
450
148
520
833
370

		
		
		
		
		
		

11 %
17 %
6%
20 %
32 %
14 %

32e. I used reference materials (e.g., the APAGS workbook, other books) to educate myself about the internship selection process.
Strongly Agree 		
Agree
		
Neutral
		
Disagree
		
Strongly Disagree
Not Applicable

923
875
195
267
262
79

		
		
		
		
		
		

35 %
34 %
7%
10 %
10 %
3%

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
33. What is your age?

None
		
1
		
2
		
3
		
4
		

2436 		
88
		
11
		
3
		
1
		

96%
3%
0%
0%
0%

36. What is your current marital or relationship status?
Married / Partnered
Not Married or Partnered

1332
1232

52 %
48 %

37. What is your country of citizenship? Individuals
with dual citizenship should designate all countries in
which citizenship is held.
U.S.
Canada
Other

		
		
		

2353
156
129

92 %
6%
5%

NOTE: Responses total greater than 100% due to dual
citizenship.
38. What is your gender?
Male
		
Female
		
Other (e.g., trans, intersex)

549
2000
7

21 %
78 %
0%

39. What is your racial/ethnic identification? (Check
all that apply)
African-American/Black
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic / Latino
White (Non-Hispanic)
Bi-racial / Multi-racial
Other
		

152
24
191
179
1981
82
79

6%
1%
7%
7%
77 %
3%
3%

40. What is your sexual orientation?

Mean = 30.2
SD = 6.0
		
Range = 23 to 71

Median = 28
Mode = 27
N
= 2560

34. How many dependent children are currently living with you?
None
		
1
		
2
		
3
		
4
		
5
		

35. How many adult dependents are currently living with you, or for whom you are responsible? (DO
include other relatives or individuals, i.e., mother, father,
grandparent, ward. DO NOT include an able-bodied
spouse/partner).

2180 		
233
		
108
		
30
		
9
		
3
		

85%
9%
4%
1%
0%
0%

Heterosexual
Gay Male
Lesbian
Bisexual
Other

		

2363
54
46
77
17

		
		
		
		
		

92 %
2%
2%
3%
1%

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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41. What types of disability(ies) do you have? Check
all that apply. (If none, please check “None”)
None
		
Blind / Visually Impaired
Deaf / Hard of Hearing
Physical / Orthopedic Disability
Learning Disability / Cognitive
Chronic Health Condition
Mental Illness
Other

2311
9
7
20
61
79
31
20

92 %
0%
0%
1%
2%
3%
1%
1%

42. (Open-Ended Question)
43. Did you have any geographic restrictions on your
internship search that EITHER (a) reduced the number of
sites to which you applied, OR (b) kept you from applying to sites in which you were interested?
Yes
No

		
		

1145
1411

		
		

45 %
55 %

NOTE: In 2009, 51% responded “Yes” to this item.
44. IF YOU ANSWERED “YES” TO QUESTION 43:
Which of the following best describes the reason for your
geographic restriction:
I could only apply in a particular
geographic area because of
significant family, financial,
and/or health considerations

509

41 %

including doctoral hours and terminal masters hours.
(This information is located in the “Summary of Doctoral
Training” section of the AAPI online, about halfway
down the page under “Practicum Hours Information.”
Please enter all six numbers from this section below.)
a. Doctoral Intervention:
b. Doctoral Assessment:
c. Doctoral Supervision:
d. Masters Intervention:
e. Masters Assessment:
f. Masters Supervision:

Median = 539
Median = 152
Median = 306
Median = 276
Median = 12
Median = 100

n = 2013
n = 2008
n = 1994
n = 407
n = 352
n = 405

APPIC advises applicants to interpret these numbers
cautiously. Applicants should NOT assume that the
numbers of practicum hours listed above are necessary
to successfully obtain an internship, as many Training
Directors have told us that they consider these numbers
to be one of the less important aspects of an application.
47. For each of the following populations, what was
the total number of supervised integrated psychological
reports that you reported on your AAPI? (This information can be found in the “Psychological Assessment
Experience” section of the AAPI Online, under
“Integrated Reports.”)
a. Adults

Median = 7

n = 1946

b. Children / Adolescents Median = 5

n = 1844

I chose to restrict my search to
614
particular geographic area(s) due
to personal preference (e.g.,
preferred place to live, to be
near family or friends)

50 %

NOTE: Respondents who left the item blank were
excluded from the calculation. Only medians were
reported, as means and standard deviations were greatly
affected by a few applicants who reported an extremely
large number of integrated reports.

Other

9%

48. Please check ALL settings below in which you
completed PROGRAM-SANCTIONED clinical experiences/practica prior to November 1, 2009. Please
exclude any clinical experiences that were not programsanctioned, such as work experience.

		

110

45. IF YOU ANSWERED “YES” TO QUESTION 43:
Which of the following best describes your geographic
restriction?
A single city or town, or within
a 100-mile radius of a city/town

334

28 %

State / Province

154

13 %

Region of the Country

509

43 %

180

15 %

Other

		

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR AAPI
46. We would like to know the NUMBER OF
PRACTICUM HOURS that you reported on your AAPI,

Child Guidance Clinic
Community Mental Health Center
Department Clinic (psychology clinic
run by a department or school)
Forensic/Justice Setting
Medical Clinic / Hospital
Inpatient Psychiatric Hospital
Outpatient Psychiatric Hospital
University Counseling Center / Student
Mental Health Center
Schools
		
VA Medical Center
Other
		

151 7%
1161 53%
1143 52%
417
940
634
455
676

19%
43%
29%
21%
31%

606
362
551

27%
16%
25%

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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49. Please designate when you completed (or intend to
complete) your doctoral comprehensive / qualifying /
preliminary examinations:
Not applicable
		
75 3%
Prior to submitting internship applications 2049 91%
Prior to attending internship interviews
35 2%
Prior to the ranking deadline for the Match 19 1%
Prior to the beginning of internship
59 3%
During the internship year
13 1%
After the completion of internship
2
0%
50. Please designate when your proposal for your
dissertation or doctoral research project was or will be
approved:
Not applicable
18
Prior to submitting internship applications 1698
Prior to attending internship interviews
98
Prior to the ranking deadline for the Match 56
Prior to the beginning of internship
351
During the internship year
30
After the completion of internship
2

1%
75%
4%
2%
16%
1%
0%

51. Please designate when the final defense for your
dissertation or doctoral research project occurred or will
occur:
Not applicable
		
Prior to submitting internship applications
Prior to attending internship interviews
Prior to the ranking deadline for the Match
Prior to the beginning of internship
During the internship year
After the completion of internship

66
77
38
15
989
969
93

3%
3%
2%
1%
44%
43%
4%

52. On your AAPI, how many articles did you indicate
having published in refereed journals? (Please estimate
if you don’t know the exact number) (This information is located in the “Certifications / Publications
/ Presentations” section of the AAPI Online, under
“Publications.”)
Mean = 1.2 Median = 0
SD = 2.2
Mode = 0
None
1
2
3
4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 or more

1276
364
203
138
71
150
20
7
2

the exact number) (This information is located in the
“Certifications / Publications / Presentations” section of
the AAPI Online, under “Publications.”)
Mean = 0.4
Median = 0
SD = 1.1
Mode = 0
None
		
1
		
2
		
3
		
4
		
5 to 9
		
10 to 14
		
15 to 19
		
20 or more
		

N = 2223

1705 		
324 		
109 		
39 		
20 		
22 		
3 		
1 		
0 		

77 %
15 %
5%
2%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%

53. On your AAPI, how many professional presentations did you indicate at regional, state, national, or international meetings/conferences? (Please estimate if you
don’t know the exact number) (This information is located in the “Certifications / Publications / Presentations”
section of the AAPI Online, under “Presentations.”)
Mean = 5.2
SD = 6.1

Median = 3
Mode = 0

None
1
2
3
4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 or more

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

530
257
198
179
137
464
248
110
86

N = 2231
57 %
16 %
9%
6%
3%
7%
1%
0%
0%

53. On your AAPI, how many books or book chapters
did you specify? (Please estimate if you don’t know
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N = 2207
24 %
12 %
9%
8%
6%
21 %
11 %
5%
4%

An Open Letter to Training Directors
Regarding Accommodations For Deaf Interns
By Christen A. Szymanski, Ph.D.

T

he following is an open letter to
Internship Training Directors from
a postdoctoral fellow who has a
lot to teach us about interviewing intern
applicants and being mindful of legal and
ethical issues with those who meet ADA
requirements. Dr. Szymanski has done an
exceptional job of reminding us of inappropriate questions and recommendations
that will likely be helpful to all of us!
Many thanks Dr. Szymanski!
Let me introduce myself. My name
is Christen and I recently participated
in the match process for the 20092010 training year. I applied with
good clinical experiences in a variety
of well-established clinical practicum settings. I had publications,
international, and domestic presentations. I worked for 10 years at a
residential summer camp for children and adults with a wide range
of disabilities. I have held several
leadership positions, both on campus and off, including as graduate
student body president and the IRB
Graduate Assistant. I was awarded
numerous grants to conduct research,
was selected for several awards and
honors including Phi Betta Kappa,
and even managed to coach Special
Olympics teams in my free time. My
dissertation was nearly complete
despite traveling to over 10 states
to collect data. I felt my chances for
being a potentially good candidate
for matching were good, but I was
nervous. However, my experiences
during the match and interview process, and during the entire selection
process were far from enjoyable and
at times far from legal. I am deaf, and
some of the barriers that were raised
during the internship process were
both discouraging and illegal, due to
a small thing called the Americans
with Disabilities Act.
Going into the match process, I can
honestly say I was terrified about the
process. I saw my disability as something that Training Directors would

be leery of and question, which they
did time and time again-never in a
good way. But with good advice from
my advisor, I decided not to hide my
hearing loss. In my essays I used it as
a motivator and leaping point in how
I could be a contributing member to
all sites that I applied to. I deliberately chose sites that I knew had a
history of working with individuals
with developmental disabilities and
some that had a history of working
with individuals with hearing loss.
After all, I thought that if those sites
provided so much to their clients
they would surely do so to their
colleagues, but instead I found the
exact opposite. Being a behaviorist
at heart, I identified my hearing loss
in half of the cover letters that I submitted, and omitted this information
in the other half. Cover letters that I
included my hearing loss in resulted
in denials of an interview every time.
The half where I didn’t mention it
yielded an invitation every time. This
was the first of many troubles during
the match process.
I was offered interviews at locations that I really looked forward to
visiting . But before the interview,
several sites floundered at what was
needed to make my interview successful, and that was okay, I expected
that. I was ready to teach them and
help them, essentially help me. But
what I did not expect was internship training directors replying that
they had no idea I would need an
American Sign Language interpreter.
Even though all of my letters of recommendation and my essays outlined my use of an interpreter. But,
nonetheless, I helped them find the
resources at their own institutions to
provide accommodations, even when
this information was easily accessible
on their own institution websites.
I also clarified that I would not be
bringing my own interpreter with
me. This was hard for some institutions as this was the first time they

realized that they would be covering
financially the necessary accommodations. But instead of keeping this burden to themselves, more than one site
emailed me with the cost specifics of
the interpreter for that day, stating
they could not foresee being able to
pay this cost (for one day) even after
they offered me the interview. This
resulted in one site rescinding their
interview and another site explicitly stating that, with an interpreter,
they could never foresee my ability
to work comfortably with hearing
patients. This was heartbreaking, but
like every other applicant I continued
on with the process.
Sites that were able to get past the
cost of the interpreter for the interview day and arrange things did
so beautifully. Now the fun part...
interview day! Like every other
potential applicant I had a new suit,
shoes, haircut, and also the nerves
that interview day brings. Arriving to
the interview day for a deaf applicant
means first meeting the interpreter
and praying to whatever god they
believe in that the interpreter is good,
is dressed appropriately, heck even
normally, and that he or she can communicate with them. This is stressful;
after all when the interpreter looks
bad, the deaf person looks bad and
the interview day goes nowhere
fast. Luckily for the most part, the
interpreters that were arranged were
good. What was not so good were the
interview questions of the day.
Looking back, I can laugh at the
inappropriate and illegal questions
that were asked, but at the time of
each question my heart sank a little
more as I realized that the site was
not seeing me for my clinical skills,
but instead for my inability to hear.
For example, I was asked if I could
read. I was asked how I could drive
if I could not hear car horns beeping at me. I was asked how I could
talk and walk at the same time. I was
also asked if I would be able to work
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independently in my office if I could
not hear the fire alarm. Now, these
were some of the more lighthearted
questions for which my quick-witted
humor often served me well; after all
I could read and write an entire dissertation mind you, and heck, I even
can read and drive! But questions
were all essentially inappropriate.
However, these were not the ones
that bothered me most, instead it was
the inquiries that questioned my clinical skills due to my hearing loss that
often resulted in the most anger. For
example, how would a deaf person
ever work effectively with someone
who is not disabled? Or being told
that my hearing loss would make
others so uncomfortable that they
would not return for a follow up session. Others included being asked
why I would think a person with a
disability would ever qualify to work
with non-disabled. Or being told that
I would never make it as a psychologist because I could not hear the tone
of concern in a parent’s voice. Even
more concerning was being told
that despite being offered an interview, I would never be able to meet
the expectations of the internship
site. The most concerning question
revolved around why I would ever
think that a deaf person could be
successful as a psychologist, after all,
who would ever want to work with
someone who couldn’t hear music?
The common thread throughout
all of those questions should be
obvious-they were not legal nor were
they appropriate. The sad thing is, I
expected all of them and, when they
happened, not only did that validate
my belief that I would never get
an internship, but it also validated
my own fears as to how unaccepted
people with disabilities remain in the
21st century. It was discouraging and
scary at the same time. Now prior to

each interview I was ready to educate sites as well and provided countless examples about how my hearing
loss actually served as a bridge with
parents with children with disabilities and myself. Ready to talk about
the countless parents who said it was
nice to have a therapist who wasn’t
perfect because they knew their kid
wasn’t either. I was ready to tell
the stories of the kids who were so
excited to learn that someone just like
them had problems in school too and
were motivated to try again because
they knew I did. But only one site
actually listened to those comments.
Only one site ever heard the positives. The funny thing is, that is the
same site that never once questioned
my hearing loss.
I would be ignorant if I did not
expect people to ask me questions to
which they were honestly curious.
After all, it is the Training Director’s
job to understand how a deaf intern
could possibly provide services to
hearing clients. And I want you
training directors to know that it is
perfectly OK to ask that. But ask it
in a context that can broaden the
discussion (see examples below).
Being deaf I know that I am different,
I know that people stare and people
question what is going on, that is my
life. But I also lead a life in which I
am a successful and competent individual who just needs some accommodations to allow me to access
training opportunities just like any
other intern.
There is a quote which I have
become very fond of, it actually
comes from a song, yes even us deaf
interns do like music, play Rock
Band, and can strum out a mean
tune on Guitar Hero--you would be
impressed! The quote comes from
a song called “ American Prayer.”
There is a stanza in the song that

states “ What you see, depends
on where you stand.” This is a
quote that I hope all training directors remember. When you have
an applicant with a disability, stop
and think about what your own
preconceived biases are telling you.
Now I know that we all believe we
have a level of cultural competence
and we all know the ADA and why
it is important. But I think we all
too often forget how to accept others. What we see is often a schema
of what the person can’t do rather
than what they can. The deaf person
can’t answer the phone, she can’t
interview a client without help, she
can’t administer Pseudoword tasks,
she can’t score verbal responses.
Instead we need to stop and ask the
applicant what can training sites do
to make those “can’ts” possibilities.
Because, you know what? I can do
all of that and more. With the right
accommodations there is no test
that I can’t master. I can do it if you
believe in giving me the chance.
As people with disabilities continue to receive interventions and more
services it is likely that you will have
well qualified applicants for your
site. I encourage you to remember
that if we are encouraging our clients
to strive to achieve all they can, why
not also instill those same beliefs in
your interns and your future colleagues.
Sincerely,
Christen A. Szymanski, Ph.D.
Current Postdoctoral Fellow at Strong
Center for Developmental Disabilities
at the University of Rochester Medical
School
Previous Intern at the Child
Developmental and Rehabilitation Center
at Oregon Health & Science University

Appendix: Things to remember

Deaf interns do not bring interpreters with them.
The expense to pay for interpreters
is considered a reasonable accommodation under the Americans with
Disabilities Act and needs to be provided by the intern site. APPIC also

recommends that when costs such as
interpreters arise, cost sharing with
the student’s home institution should
be attempted.
Covering cost of interpreters.
Work with your institution in
assuring that institutional monies,

not only your department funds, will
be able to cover the cost of the interpreter or other accommodations.
Let the applicant help you understand how things can be successful
on internship.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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We expect questions, we get them all the time. We are
the experts in our disability. We are different than any
book or internet article you will read about our disability.
We want to help you help us.
Do not tell the applicant they can’t possibly meet the
expectations of an internship site due to their disability
after you have offered then an interview.
When you are genuinely curious about how a person’s disability may interfere with their expectations for
internship, ask them how they were successful before.
Questions should be phrased as genuine, rather then condescending.
Remember the ADA.
We all say we know what the ADA is and how it
works, but do you really know the ins and outs? Before
you say something that can be construed as inappropriate or illegal , thank about how it might sound to the
other person. Consult with your disability office or lawyer. Understand that the cost of the accommodation is
not necessarily sufficient to deny a qualified applicant
accommodations, per federal mandate of the ADA.
Consider the potential benefits for your internship
site when you do hire a person with a disability. Yes,
you are providing that applicant training necessary to
become a future colleague, but think of the education
that person is doing not only for clients but your entire
department.
Possible ways to help with interpreter cost:
If your training site has NIH or other federally funded
grants that your deaf intern will contribute to, NIH
allows for interpreter costs to be considered as grant
monies.
Work with other departments within your institution
to secure funding.
If your intern is part of a multidisciplinary team or provides consults to other departments in conjunction with
yours, more funding might be possible.

tions to be added. If faculty members are doing research,
include the deaf intern on those projects to help with
interpreter costs.
Hiring a full or part time interpreter vs. paying per
hour.
The cost of interpreters its expensive. Many people
think that hiring an interpreter only for the hours that
they work would be cheaper than hiring someone full
time, but often they are wrong. For example if you determine that you need approximately 30 hours a week of
interpreting for your intern and the going rate in your
area is $ 75 you will spend roughly $2,250 a week of $112,
500 for a year (50 weeks). Instead you could hire a full
time interpreter to cover 30 hours a week at probably less
than $50,000 a year, saving you nearly half the cost. If you
had grants to cover interpreters and other departments
contributing, you could cut that cost even more.
Contact your local Vocational Rehabilitation office
and ask them if they have any funds to cover costs of
accommodations for employees.
This often becomes difficult because an intern is not
technically an employee at many sites.
Remember that some institutions will qualify for tax
credit and refunds for a large percentage of accommodation costs.
Consult with management about those credits.
Essentially if you paid $50,000 a year for an interpreter
and were able to get a tax refund of $15,000, the cost may
be much more doable than without the refund.
Lastly, consider the benefits of having a person with
a disability at your training site.
Not only can this lead to establishing an evidenced
based approach to how other institutions can provide
similar services, but the benefits for the intern and your
department will likely be immeasurable.

Consult with your institution’s disability
office.
Many more higher education and large hospital
institutions centralize the budget for ALL accommodations to both patients and staff within the
larger institutional budget. This would then mean
that your department would not need to cover
the cost of accommodations, instead your institution would. If your institution does not centralize
accommodation costs, consult with management
to determine how that may be possible in the
future.
Utilize other creative resources.
Most grants allow for expenses for accommoda-
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Tips for Trainers: Helping our Trainees
Towards the Last Step of Licensure

T

By Marla Eby, Ph.D.

he emphases in internship and
postdoctoral training are in handling progressive responsibility
for patients, and gaining competency
in a sometimes dizzying array of skills.
But in the end, to practice those skills,
trainees will need to be licensed. This
procedure requires a number of hurdles,
and both trainees and their trainers
often perceive the various tasks of these
hurdles to be 1) somewhat meaningless, and 2) somewhat mystifying. The
task becomes even more daunting and
complex when the trainee seeks to be
licensed in a different state that that
where training is taking place. As a
result, trainees often fail to accomplish
this important task in the short window
at the end of their training, and may
consequently miss out on immediate
work opportunities.
There are a number of ways in which
the training director can help with this
dilemma, and some suggestions follow
here. To begin with, the initial conversation about licensure should take
place with the trainees as a group, and
with every trainee individually, in the
first few weeks of the training year for
both interns and postdoctoral fellows.
All trainees should be oriented to the
requirements of the state that they are
in, and should be directed to look at the
requirements of any state in which they
expect to be licensed. Such an early
focus on this issue may appear premature, but states are different, and training
programs across the nation are different.
Trainees may discover that they must
still take a specialized course in areas
such as diversity or ethics, or that they
need more hours of training, or a different number of supervision hours, in
one state versus another. If the trainee
learns about such needs at the beginning
of the training year, often something can
be done about it, but the end of the year
may be too late.
Second, in orienting trainees, the
training director must de-mystify the
licensure process. While licensing
boards may not always be able to act

promptly, just as often,
delays are caused by
improper preparation on the part of the
would-be psychologist.
Both training directors
and trainees should be
aware of the centralized
information available at the website for
the Association of State and Provincial
Psychology Boards (www.asppb.org).
A wealth of helpful information can be
found at this web address, including
key requirements for different states and
provinces. These include degree level
requirements before the licensing exam
can be taken, required special training or
courses, supervised experience requirements, and requirements for jurisprudence and oral exams.
Third, the training director should detrivialize the primary licensing exam, the
Examination for Professional Practice of
Psychology (EPPP). Apart from directions about the procuring of study materials, there is much to be gained from a
discussion of how to prepare for this. It
is often helpful to bring in a recent graduate who has successfully managed this
exam, to discuss study strategies (for
instance, not all areas are emphasized
equally in the exam), and to lessen anxiety about this particular hurdle.
Again, the ASPPB web site has useful information here, including practice
exams for the EPPP, information for
candidates about this exam, and passing
score requirements by jurisdiction and
licensure type. At the same time, it is also
helpful to provide strategies for any relevant jurisprudence or oral exams for the
jurisdiction in which training is occurring,
since most trainees will find themselves
addressing those tasks as well.
Eventually, assuming that all of this
goes well, the trainee will bring the
licensing paperwork to the training
director, and possibly to supervisors
as well. This task can seem a bit of a
scavenger hunt, since both academic
directors of training, as well as possibly
two training directors (internship and
postdoctoral) may be involved, often
with notary publics playing a support-

ing role. For this reason, it often works
well to schedule an appointment with
the trainee who needs such paperwork
completed, so that any questions in filling out the forms can be immediately
addressed, and the trainee can leave the
office with completed (and notarized
when necessary) forms.
Finally, the training director with foresight will help trainees appreciate issues
of licensing mobility in their futures.
Many trainees will eventually seek to
practice in another state, and therefore
should take several issues into account.
First, rather than meet the least common
denominator (such as a state that only
requires an internship, and not supervised postdoctoral hours), trainees should
ensure that their experience profile will
also meet those of other states with more
stringent requirements, or else they may
not be able to be licensed in a new state.
Second, because of increased mobility,
it may be wise to “bank” experience.
Currently, both ABPP and the National
Register offer ways to do this, and such
information may save time later, and help
particularly in situations where programs
close after training has occurred.
It is increasingly critical, especially
in the current job market, to help our
trainees leave our sites without one wing
tied behind their backs. They must be
licensed in order to go forward, and it
is our responsibility to help them do so.
Additional references to help in this process are provided below.
DiLillo, D., DeGue, S., L.M., & Morgan,
R.D. (2006). The path to licensure for academic psychologists: How tough is the road?
Professional Psychology: Research and Practice,
37, 567-586.
Hall, J.E., Wexelbaum, S.F., & Boucher, A.P.
(2007). Doctoral student awareness of licensure, credentialing, and professional organizations in psychology: The 2005 National
Register International Survey. Training and
Education in Professional Psychology, 1, 38-48.
Robiner, W.N., DeWolfe, J.R., &Yozwiak,
J.A. (2010). Applicants’ perspectives
on applying for psychology licensure:
Experiences, problems and recommendations.
Journal of Clinical Psychology in Medical Settings,
17, 1-13.
Vaughn, T.J. (Ed.) (2006). Psychology
licensure and certification: What students
need to know. Washington, DC: American
Psychological Association.
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News from CoA

Jeff Baker, Ph.D., ABPP, CoA/APPIC Liaison | Richard J. Seime, Ph.D., Chair, CoA

C

oA is holding its fall meeting on November 4-7, 2010 at the
APA building. The 32 member commision will review doctoral, internship, and postdoctoral programs for initial and
continued accreditation, as well as requests for change in status. The
accreditation decisions taken at this meeting will be posted to the
OPCA website 30 days following the meeting (December 8). In addition to program review, CoA will continue the important work on

developing and refining accreditation policies and procedures. At the
summer meeting held in July 2010 there were a number of decisions
made including the review of 59 doctoral, internship and postdoctoral
programs for initial and continued accreditation. In addition a number
of implementing regulations were adopted at this meeting. The implementing regulations are accessible on the CoA website at http://
www.apa.org/ed/accreditation/about/policies/index.aspx

IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS ADOPTED AT JULY 2010 MEETING
Revised

C-11(a), Accreditation
Process for Postdoctoral
Residencies
New

C-11(c), Postdoctoral
Residency Program
Transitions
Revised

C-20, Disclosure of Education/
Training Outcomes and
Information Allowing for
Informed Decision-Making to
Prospective Doctoral Students
New

C-27, Distance and
Electronically Mediated
Education in Doctoral
Programs

New

C-28, Telesupervision

New

C-29, Internship and
Postdoctoral Residency
Didactics

The existing IR C-11(a) describes the different formats that a postdoctoral program (or multiple
programs at the same agency or institution) may use in preparing a self-study; Format #3 (‘Integrated
Practice Programs’) is for self-studies involving two or more traditional practice or specialty practice
programs. The IR was modified to replace the term integrated practice programs with multiple practice
programs.
The newly adopted IR C-11(c) provides guidance to postdoctoral residency programs that may be
looking to add or transition from traditional to specialty practice areas. CoA recognizes that this process is complex and that training agencies and institutions may need assistance in implementing the
transition in a way that does not jeopardize accreditation of the existing program.
The major revision to the existing IR C-20 consists of new provisions regarding the location and
titling of the required public information, effective September 15, 2010, which were first announced by
CoA in February of this year. Additional revisions to the IR include notification that all information
must be updated by October 1 of each year and clarifications on calculating and presenting required
information on time to completion, program costs, internships, attrition, and licensure. Doctoral programs are strongly urged to review the revised IR to ensure compliance with all requirements.
The newly adopted IR C-27 is the product of multiple years of deliberation during which CoA
reviewed the research and literature on distance delivery and considered the practices of other health
profession accreditors in this area, all within the context of the G&P Domain A.3 on academic residency
and related IR C-2. The Distance and Electronically Mediated Education IR was developed in recognition of current and emerging practices in higher education and in service of ensuring the quality of
education and training in professional psychology. In December 2009, the CoA posted a draft of the IR
for a 6-month public comment and review period. At its July meeting, CoA carefully considered the
public comments gathered in response to the draft IR and made several changes designed to clarify
and respond to feedback from the field. The adopted IR represents CoA’s best professional judgment
at this time on the evolving area of distance education in professional psychology, an area that CoA
expects to revisit as more evidence and experience become available.
The newly adopted IR C-28 was developed to 1) require programs to report the extent to which they
may be utilizing telesupervision within their training programs and 2) ensure that quality education
and training continues if programs utilize this supervision modality. In December 2009, CoA posted
a draft of the IR for a 6-month public comment and review period. At its July meeting, CoA carefully considered the public comments gathered in response to the draft IR and made several changes
designed to clarify and respond to feedback from the field. Given the limited literature base regarding
the use of telesupervision in psychology training at the doctoral, internship, and postdoctoral levels,
the adopted IR represents CoA’s best professional judgment at this time on the evolving area of telesupervision consistent with its mandate to protect the public and maintain program quality. As the literature base expands, CoA will consider revisiting the guidelines and limits imposed by this IR.
The newly adopted IR C-29 was developed to clarify the type of information required from internship and postdoctoral residency programs regarding didactic activities that may be offered as part of
the training curriculum.

Of special interest to postdoctoral programs is IR C-11(a). This implementing regulation was initiated to assist postdoctoral training programs to define the different formats that a postdoctoral program
may use to prepare their self-study. The CoA replaced the use of the term integrated practice program with multiple practice program. There was some confusion since some programs had integrated
practice training that was referring to primary care. Changing the term to multiple practice program should help remove that confusion. Muliple practice program classification now more clearly denotes
programs that have two or more traditional practice or specilty practice programs within the same agency.
In addition, IR C-11(c) provides guidance to postdoctoral training programs that want to transition their training program from a traditional practice program to a specialty practice training program or
multiple practice program. CoA recognizes this is a complex process and is trying to assist in the transition process and permit the existing program maintain accreditation during the transition. .
Also of interest to internship and postdoctoral training programs is Implementing Regulation C-29. This was written to provide additional clarification of what CoA expects of internship and postdoctoral programs to describe or document their didactics. Programs will need to provide specific descriptions of their didactic training beyond the listing of the topics. A title alone would not be sufficient;
descriptions may include an abstract/description of the content, learning objectives, or any other additional material necessary (e.g., bibliography, readings) to demonstrate the material covered. CoA is asking for a brief description of each of the core seminars and is not expecting a detailed description of all seminars, grand rounds, or other didactics.
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FROM THE ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Consortia: Nurturing the intern cohort

An important component of a quality training program
By Brenda J. Huber, Ph.D., ABPP

“It starts out awkward because you don’t
know each other, but by the second or third
training, I was glad to see them, and by the
end, I thought, ‘I really feel connected to these
people!’”

A

– An exiting intern referring to her peers

PPIC member internship programs
are required to have a minimum
of two interns per program and
ensure face-to-face contact at least monthly
between interns. APA -accredited programs must describe in their self-studies
how they foster meaningful peer interaction, support, and socialization between
their trainees. These two entities, APA
and APPIC, in the wisdom that comes
from our collective years of experience
and knowledge, have articulated the
importance of cohort development in
the overall quality of a training program.
Consortia, by definition, have multiple
institutions contributing to the training
experience of multiple interns who may
or may not cross paths on a regular basis.
For example, within the Illinois School
Psychology Internship Consortium, a typical year brings 20 interns from across the
country to one of 15 different opportunities
located across central and northern Illinois.
In reality, this means that an intern could
be the only doctoral-level trainee in his/
her setting which could be located from 30
minutes to four hours from other members
of his/her cohort. Consistently, program
completers in this consortium emphasize
the importance of and their appreciation
for the professional relationships they
develop with their peers. Knowing that
cohort development is a valuable part of
the internship experiences, training directors in consortia, and I imagine non-consortia alike, spend a considerable amount
of time and energy devoted to this activity. Last February, during a symposium
presented at the 2010 CCTS Joint Council
Meeting (Huber, 2010), practical strategies
for building a cohort were grouped into
three general categories.
Socialization. A foundation for socialization among the interns often begins with
some sort of introduction to one another
prior to arrival on site. For example, some

training directors publish an annual newsletter which includes biographical sketches
of the incoming interns. Most consortia
begin with a multi-day orientation that
includes “ice breakers” and opportunities
for the interns to self-disclose allowing for
identification of common interests and
experiences. Interns might also engage in
activities such as positive feedback groups
which facilitate the giving and receiving of
feedback and building of trust. Time and
other resources are set aside at least monthly for the trainees to come together to eat,
play, and socialize as a whole or in smaller
regional groups. Most consortia have social
liaisons who take the lead in organizing
and communicating plans. Opportunities
to interact without supervisors present provide a unique context for relationship building and the authentic exchange of support
for one another.
Professional Projects. While interns
participate in the consortium-wide didactic seminars which occur at least once
a month for a day or once a week for
several hours, in some consortia they are
also encouraged to attend and carpool
to in-services or professional conferences
with one another; often they co-present
on research or clinical practice which are
part of the internship experience. Some
training directors provide an opportunity for interns to present on their area of
strength early on so that their peers utilize
them as a resource over the course of the
year. Interns routinely present and discuss cases and, in turn, receive feedback
from their peers. Consortia typically have
intern representatives to their governing
bodies. One consortium training director
assigns each cohort a “major mission” to
collectively improve the consortium in
some way. Opportunities to work together
toward a common goal allow interns’ to
become comfortable and value professional relationships from the perspective of
both the consultant and the consultee.
Electronic Connections. Appreciating
the distance between interns and sites,
many consortia utilize technology to
facilitate access to and between interns,
supervisors and training directors. Most
have at least one listserv to communicate within their training communities
and often a cohort-only listserv as well.

Teleconferencing, Skype or other downloadable software can allow several interns
or supervisors in one town to “meet”
with a group in another to talk about any
number of topics, such as work products
to demonstrate competency, the job search,
or journal articles. A consortium website
may document a cohort’s emerging identity, by holding the community’s photos
and news. Social networking sites of various kinds (e.g. My Space, Facebook, &
Ning) have allowed for on-line scheduled
“chats” and forums or discussion groups
to dialogue at one’s leisure around various
“threads.” In addition, they allow interns
the means to connect with supervisors at
different sites, previous interns, or mentors
with similar professional interests or personal characteristics which foster a sense of
belonging within the learning community.
Consortium training directors are quick to
point out that these strategies are unlikely to
be highly successful in cultivating the development of a cohesive group of interns unless
they are implemented within the context of
a consortium culture that models collegiality. Consortia that provide an organized,
prepared, resource-satisfactory environment where supervisors and administrators
embrace a shared set of values are fertile
ground. When administrators maintain
transparency as they work together to reach
consensus regarding allocating resources and
other difficult decisions, interns are likely to
do likewise with their peers. Supervisors
who demonstrate self-awareness, reflective
practices, and openness to giving and receiving feedback also tend to model support for
one another professionally and personally.
Finally, a curriculum that raises awareness
and appreciation for a diversity of backgrounds, expectations, and training and
a genuine valuing of one’s fellow human
beings undergirds the ideal culture for developing a thriving intern cohort.
Huber, B.J. (2010, February, 13).
Cultivating the intern cohort: A delicate
flower. In B.J. Huber (Chair), Successes
and Challenges of Developing and
Maintaining Consortia. Symposium presented at the 2010 CCTC Joint Council
Meeting/Association of Psychology &
Post-doctoral Internship Centers Midwinter meeting, Orlando, FL.
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Geropsychology

A

By Michele J. Karel, Ph.D.

s current Chair of the Council of Professional
Geropsychology Training Programs (CoPGTP), I’d
like to use this column to share several updates from
CoPGTP and make you aware of resources related to geropsychology training that may be useful for your internship/
fellowship programs.
CoPGTP: Who are we?
CoPGTP was formed in 2007, as one outcome of the
2006 National Conference on Training in Professional
Geropsychology. Another important outcome of that conference was the Pikes Peak Model for Training in Professional
Geropsychology (Knight, Karel, Hinrichsen, Qualls, & Duffy,
2009). CoPGTP is an organization of graduate, internship,
fellowship, and post-licensure psychology training programs
dedicated to the principles and practice of professional
geropsychology. Its mission is to promote state-of-the-art
education and training in geropsychology among its members, to provide a forum for sharing resources and advancements in and among training programs, and to support
activities that prepare psychologists for competent and ethical geropsychology practice. You can visit our website at
http://www.uccs.edu/~cpgtp/ for more information, a list
of member programs, links to a range of training resources,
and a link to an application for membership.
CoPGTP and geropsychology training: Updates
• Specialty recognition. Professional Geropsychology
was recently recognized as a Specialty area of practice by
APA’s Commission for the Recognition of Specialties and
Proficiencies in Professional Psychology (CRSPPP). This recognition is important in order to acknowledge that (1) there
are specialized competencies for providing ethical and effective psychological services to older adults and their families;
(2) specialized training is needed to prepare psychologists to
work with our rapidly expanding aging population, and (3)
psychologists must have a “seat at the table” among geriatric
care specialists (e.g., geriatricians, geriatric psychiatrists, geriatric nurses, geriatric social workers) in policy discussions
related to eldercare workforce shortages.
• Papers published in TEPP: The May, 2010 issue of
Training and Education in Professional Psychology (TEPP) has a
series of papers that elaborate the Pikes Peak training model
recommendations. The papers address: the geropsychology
attitude, knowledge, and skill competencies (Karel, Knight,
Duffy, Hinrichsen, & Zeiss, 2010); geropsychology training
at the graduate level (Qualls, Scogin, Zweig, & Whitbourne,
2010), and geropsychology training at the internship and fellowship levels (Hinrichsen, Zeiss, Karel, & Molinari, 2010).
• Training and research awards: CoPGTP initiated two
awards programs this past year. The first annual CoPGTP
Award for Innovative Geropsychology Training was awarded to Erin Emery, PhD, and her colleague Robyn Goldyn,
LCSW, for their interdisciplinary postdoctoral program at
Rush University Medical Center: BRIGHTEN Program,
Bridging Resources of an Interdisciplinary Geriatric Health
Team via Electronic Networking. The first annual CoPGTP
Award for Research in Geropsychology Training (providing
funding for a research project) went to Drs. Erin Woodhead
(VA Palo Alto Healthcare System), Erin Emery (Rush

University Medical Center), Barry Edelstein (West Virginia
University), and their international colleagues Nancy
Pachana (University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia)
and Candace Connert (University of Calgary, Alberta,
Canada) for their excellent proposal entitled: Exposure
and Experience with Geropsychology Content in Graduate
Training: An Examination of Student Competencies and
Career Decision Making.
• ABPP survey planned: With the Geropsychology Specialty
recognition, a possible next step for the field will be to pursue an
ABPP in Geropsychology. Within the next few months, CoPGTP
plans to conduct an on-line survey of subscribers to various geropsychology-related e-mail list-serves to evaluate extent of interest in
the field to pursue an ABPP.
Resources for geropsychology training
Lots of geropsychology training is happening in APPIC
internship and fellowship programs. A recent search of
the APPIC on-line directory found that approximately
300 internship programs offer major or minor rotations in
Geropsychology, and 46 postdoctoral programs identify
Geropsychology as one specialty area of practice for which
they offer training. Many psychologists-in-training today
will at least gain some exposure to work with older adults
during the internship year.
If your program provides substantive training in
Geropsychology (e.g., a major rotation, or specialized training
at the Fellowship level), I hope that your program will consider joining CoPGTP. All programs, however, may benefit from
resources at the CoPGTP website, including:
• A list of the Pikes Peak attitude, knowledge, and skill
competencies for professional geropsychology practice, to
help inform training objectives for a geropsychology training
experience.
• The Pikes Peak Geropsychology Knowledge and Skill
Assessment Tool (Karel, Emery, Molinari, & CoPGTP Task
Force on the Assessment of Geropsychology Competencies,
2010), which can be used a self-study aide to explore one’s
own training needs in the field (e.g., for supervisors, or for
students doing an initial training needs assessment), or as a
tool to facilitate evaluation of student development of various geropsychology practice competencies.
• Recommended resources associated with the Pikes Peak
model competencies, which lists books, articles, websites that
provide information related to each of the geropsychology competency domains. This resource remains a work-in-progress.
If you have any questions about CoPGPT, please do not
hesitate to contact me at Michele.Karel@va.gov.
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Literature
Review 2010

T

By James M. Stedman, Ph.D., ABPP

he majority of articles I could locate this year
focus, in one way or another, on the imbalance
of candidates and internship slots, an ongoing
critical issue in our training cycle. This situation is an
embarrassment to the field, and there is no effective
plan in place to deal with the problem. However, data
related to the problem and suggestions for change
continue to appear in the literature.
1. Parent and Williamson (2010) produced a sobering contribution to the imbalance data by showing
that over 30% of unmatched students from 2000-2006
came from 15 specific doctoral programs. They make
several suggestions about needed policy changes
to correct these problems. Training and education in
Professional Psychology, 4, 116 – 129.
2. Stedman, Schoenfeld, Carroll, & Allen (2009)
addressed the issue that has often blocked action to
limit the number and quality of graduate educational
programs, namely that any regulation would violate
antitrust laws. Carroll and Allen, both antitrust lawyers, argue that current antitrust laws do not prohibit
such regulation. Training and Education in Professional
Psychology, 3, 135 – 139.
3. Callahan &Collins (2010) investigated whether
intern applicant and program characteristics were
related to successful matching. They found that
applicant characteristics made little difference, a
finding that goes contrary to past literature. Are the
“times a changin’” so much that applicant variables
no longer count? They too suggest policy changes.
Journal of Clinical Psychology, 66, 1 – 16.
4. Malesky & Croysdale (2009) studied characteristics favored by forensics programs and did find match
enhancing variables: personality and intelligence testing
training, CBT, and diverse populations. This fits with
previous studies of desirable applicant variables. Journal
of Forensic Psychology Practice, 9, 163 – 168.
5. Rings et al. (2009) investigated training directors
views regarding clinical supervision competencies
and found general agreement about the importance
of competence but variations in opinion regarding
training of supervisors. Training and Education in
Professional Psychology, 3, 1140 – 147.
6. Stahl et al. (2009) used a qualitative method to
investigate what interns learned from seeing clients
during internship. They learned things about doing
therapy, themselves, client dynamics, human nature,
and the therapy relationship. This appears to indicate that internship does add to learning growth
after grad school. Psychotherapy: Theory, Research, &
Practice, 46, 376 – 389.

Neuropsychology

“Is There a treating
Neuropsychologist in the House?”
By Brad L. Roper, Ph.D., ABPP | Email: Brad.Roper@va.gov

S

ometimes you can
tell when your brain
just isn’t working
right. Like last night,
for example. It was the
opening night of the APA
Education Leadership
Conference, but unfortunately I was tired and
brain-dead from a busy
week and the hassles of air
travel. Upon arriving at
the hotel, I went straight to
Dr. Cynthia Belar’s motivational kickoff to this year’s
conference, whose focus is
“Psychology and Lifelong
Learning.” Given my
impaired state, after the talk
I eagerly sought the refuge
of my hotel room, but while
unpacking I was disappointed that I had forgotten
to bring any belts. (The
last day of the conference
features “Hill visits” to lawmakers as we advocate for
funding of graduate psychology education grants,
and proper attire would
dictate a means to keep my
suit pants on.) “Bummer,”
I lamented to my wife over
the phone, then I noticed I
was looking right at them.
How could I have missed
them? Still brain-dead, I
guess. I’d better just kick
off my shoes, order room
service, and turn in early.
Later, while setting my
emptied food tray into the
hallway, I heard an ominously assertive CLICK as
the door closed, leaving me
in the hallway without my
room key, identification, or
shoes.
As our healthcare system
moves toward more integrat-

ed systems
of care in the
context of
the emerging
patient-centered “health
home,” it is
crucial for
professional
psychology, and its specialties including neuropsychology, to become a part of
integrated models of healthcare. Health psychology is
gaining an increasing role
in integrated care, and very
appropriately so. Addressing
behavioral issues should
be the forefront of treating
major healthcare challenges,
including obesity, diabetes,
and cardiovascular disease.
Likewise, the presence of
clinical psychology in integrated care is important in
the treatment of depression,
anxiety disorders, and other
mental disorders that affect
quality of life, productivity,
and health. Clinical neuropsychology, however, is
frequently viewed as not just
a “specialty” but a “specialty
service” that follows a consultation model, with no role
in integrated care and little
direct interaction with interprofessional teams.
In some ways, that reputation is deserved. Clinical
neuropsychology developed
with a strong foundation
in assessment and is often
characterized as being “long
on diagnosis and short on
remedy.” I certainly experienced an assessment focus
throughout my training,
which primarily took place
at three academic medical
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centers. In these settings, neuropsychology followed a consultation model, in which individuals
were referred for assessment and
sometimes were seen once again
to provide feedback that included
treatment recommendations for
other care providers to follow.
Such a model of service provision
has been the norm within our specialty, and training programs have
typically been assessment-rich
and intervention-poor. A notable
exception has been in the practice
of clinical neuropsychology within
neurorehabilitation centers. In
these settings, neuropsychologists
have been integral members of
rehab teams, directed training of
future neuropsychologists, and in
some cases have served as directors
of rehab programs and hospitals.
But neurorehab centers are not
the only settings that can benefit
from interventions from psychologists familiar with brain-behavior
relationships. Arguably, the future
of clinical neuropsychology will
hinge on the extent to which we
can become part of integrated
care teams, offering both assessment and intervention services
across a wide range of settings in
which advanced training in brainbehavior relationships is relevant.
This is happening in some settings. For example, within the VA
system, neuropsychologists are
increasingly a part of Polytrauma
Care Teams. These interprofessional teams are designed to comprehensively address the needs of
veterans returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan who have a combination of multiple injuries and
conditions, such as traumatic brain
injury, PTSD, depression, insomnia,
headache and other pain, hearing loss and tinnitus, and other
physical and mental symptoms
secondary to blast exposure. With
such patients, neuropsychologists
have an important role in distinguishing whether symptoms are
attributable to PTSD, TBI, or both.
More broadly, neuropsychologists
help formulate a treatment plan to
address each patient’s particular
constellation of problems.
While treatment of polytrauma

in the VA by design focuses on
a unique population of patients,
there is also a great need for neuropsychology’s broader involvement in integrated care among
geriatric patients, many of whom
have dementing conditions.
Dementia assessment has long
been one of the mainstays of everyday clinical practice of neuropsychologists. However, it is often
performed in a consultative role
and has been largely assessmentfocused. Neuropsychologists can
bring their unique skills to the integrated care setting by assuming an
ongoing role in the care of patients
with dementia and mild cognitive
impairment. Additionally, neuropsychologists can enhance care by
providing interventions with such
patients and their family members.
Taking on new roles will not
be easy as our specialty charts its
future in the context of a changing healthcare environment. Some
of us, me included, will need to
develop added knowledge, skills,
and competencies. Likewise, for
those of us in training settings, it
is our obligation and privilege to
train future generations of neuropsychologists, preparing them
for practice that is relevant and
patient-centered, including provision of evidence based treatments
relevant to patients with cognitive impairments. Given the thin
state of the literature on treatments
among the cognitively impaired,
continued development of our
research base is necessary as well.
And whether in research or clinical
training settings, we must instill
in our trainees the attitudes of lifelong learning that will help them
maintain their relevance, and the
relevance of the specialty, into the
future.
Which brings me back to
“Lifelong Learning,” the theme of
this year’s Education Leadership
Conference. Being stuck outside
my hotel room made be learn the
importance of having telephones
near the elevators. A call brought a
kind security worker to let me back
in. “Keep your keycard in your
pocket” was my lifelong learning
lesson of the night.

Postdoctoral
Issues
Business Matters
By Mark Vogel, Ph.D., ABPP

W

hat do training directors, faculty, and our trainees know
about running a business?
How did we learn to manage our time
and conduct an effective business
meeting? What skills are important
for helping our trainees be the leaders
of tomorrow? In training settings, we
place a major emphasis on clinically
preparing our students for their future
careers by may pay limited or cursory
attention to what it takes to survive
and thrive in the economic and business realities of modern practice.
Human perception is such that if you
are looking for and anticipating something then it becomes more apparent. Such was the case at the 118th
Annual Convention of the American
Psychological Association in San Diego
were there appeared to be an renewed
emphasis on the business and management side of practice. The Practice
Directorate provided many helpful sessions.
Reimbursement 101-Resources for
Our Members that gave many practical
examples of increasing medical insurance reimbursement. Transitioning
Your Practice into Primary Care
Settings- Strategies, Contracts, and
Competencies contained many gems
of information including an excellent
discussion by Dr. Daniel Burns on
billing for health psychology services
in primary care settings. The session
Electronic Health Records-What’s Out
There, and What’s Coming added
more information on how the EMR can
improve patient care and change how
we practice. But how can translate this
information to our trainees and help
them be prepared for these business
changes?
Dr. J. D. Ball from Eastern Virginia
Medical School was one speaker at the
conference that drew special attention
to this matter. He was receiving the Ivan
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Mensh Award for Distinguished Achievement in
Teaching from the Association of Psychologists in
Academic Health Centers (Div12, Section VIII).
In his acceptance talk he spoke about a course
he has taught entitled “Leadership and Ethics in
Modern Practice” where business management
and leadership development are a major focus.
His course content ranges from micro to macro
economics. Questions raised range from why
psychologists should know healthcare and mental
health care related to the gross national product-to how to manage a budget or run a meeting. His
teaching on the subject extends to other courses
and experience he directs. He contends that “clinical psychologists who are prepared and willing
to take on management roles in medical settings
have well recognized added value.” In addition,
he raised the importance of helping the next generation of psychologists managing the turbulent
healthcare business environment and weathering
these storms. As the senior generation of psychologists (read baby boomers) begin to retire having
a new generation of well prepared psychologists
to assume these leadership positions is critical.
With the impending phase in of the Patient
Protection and Affordability Care Act of 2009-10
(AKA health care reform legislation) it is imperative that our students and trainees be prepared
for these changes. Broad reforms in payment
structures and a potentially increased pool of
patients provide both challenges and opportunities for our profession. Issues of quality and safety become more important and documentation of
performance is given a renewed emphasis.
At the postdoctoral level providing our students with this training is highly relevant. At our
two-year health psychology fellowship training
program we have included a didactic series for
several years on professional contract, life goal
setting, preparing for board certification, setting up private practice, and risk assessment.
Other seminars during their training focus on
understanding the culture of medicine and how
to survive politically in this environment. What
seems to be missing from our curriculum is a
“MBA for Dummies” type course that allows
our fellows to understand not only the political
realities but how to shape their economic future.
We are currently developing didactic and experimental learning on such topics as understanding
budgets and forecasts, recruit and retain top colleagues in their programs, initiate and develop
employee teams, marketing their products, and
building long-term relationships with referral
sources. We intend for these training experiences
to enhance the preparation for practice of our
fellows and guide them into successful career
trajectory.
Please feel free to email me with your questions, suggestions or thoughts: vogel1@msu.edu

Setting-Related Issues:
“When Thou Hast Done,
Thou Hast Not Done”

F

By Robert H. Goldstein, Ph.D.

or those readers who
are literate types (and
there may also be a few
reformed one-time English
majors among us), the above
quote from the 18th century
British metaphysical poet John
Donne may ring a bell. It’s the
next line that is the clincher:
“For I have more.”
Donne is probably better known for the poem that
starts with “No man is an
island...” and ends with “so
never send to ask for whom
the bell tolls, it tolls for thee.”,
a portion of which Ernest
Hemingway borrowed for the
title of his novel set during the
Spanish Civil War.
OK, enough with the
English lesson. So, what’s
this all about? Well, it about
an issue that was powerfully brought home in a recent
paper by Robiner, DeWolfe
and Yozwiak (1) that looked at
the experiences of early career
psychologists when they
applied for licensure. This survey of several hundred psychology licensure applicants
revealed some rather disturbing trends. Respondents indicated that they had encountered a number of difficulties
and frustrations during the
process of taking this close to
final step of entering into their
professional careers.
For one thing, there was a
consistent pattern noted in
the licensure procedure across
a number of different states:
it took too long! The mean
time that elapsed from the
submission of one’s application to licensure was almost
16 weeks, more than twice as
long as applicants felt would
have been desirable, and

ranged up to almost one and
a half years. As a result, there
was a general
sense of dissatisfaction
with the
overall application process.
Some of the
delays resulted
from problems with the applicants’ documentation of their
educational preparation or
slow receipts of endorsers’
letters, but there was also a
generally less than efficient
procedure for informing
people of issues they needed
to have clarified. One other
reason for the delay related to
timing of application submissions, which were often not in
synchrony with the schedule
of licensing board meetings.
To a certain degree, such
delays are inevitable in this
bureaucratic process, which
varies in its nature from state
to state, and to which states
are not always inclined to be
generous in their allocation of
limited resources
Robiner et al found that
the delay and general inefficiency of the procedure
had significant impacts on
the lives of the applicants. It
should come as no surprise
that for many early career
folks there is an eagerness to
get on with clinical work so
that they can begin to generate
some income to compensate
for the substantial amount of
debt they have incurred during their training. A figure
of something over $75,000 is
cited as the average level of
indebtedness among trainees
beginning their internships
and that debt load is unlikely
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to have diminished during internship and post-doc years.
Another concern has to do with the impediment this
sluggish process places in the way of psychologists moving into clinical service positions for which licensure
is usually required and the way in which this, in turn,
impedes the delivery of needed care to populations such
as underserved diverse client groups.
And yet another problem involves the impact on colleagues and supervisors who may, for example, have to
devote additional supervisory time to working with not
yet licensed staff or put in additional unanticipated clinical time to compensate for revenue shortfalls associated
with third party carriers deciding not to pay for services
provided by unlicensed staff. As Robiner et al point out,
all this results in increased amounts of stress for the
applicants, their peers and those who end up waiting for
needed services.
Well then, you might ask, what role do trainers have
in dealing with this situation? The authors suggest that
some effort could be devoted to helping trainees understand better the nature of the licensure process, encouraging trainees to maintain updated documentation of their
educational record and clinical experience and reminding
them to follow up promptly to insure that the documentation they have submitted has been received and is in
order. Some of these steps could help avoid the delays
that now seem so common.
And then maybe some day states could agree on a uniform process, conceivably even a computerized one with
internet submission of applications. Heck, I understand that
even stodgy old APPIC has caught on to that idea. Until that
time, as trainees finish up their programs and move along
the path towards licensure, they will have to remember that
although they may think they “hast done”, the licensing
boards may not have done with them and the boards may
“have more” hurdles for applicants to overcome.
1. Robiner, W.N., DeWolfe, J.R. &Yozwiak, J.A.
Applicants’ Perspectives on Applying for Psychology
Licensure: Experiences, Problems and Recommendations.
Clin Psychol Med Settings, March 2010, 17, pp 1-13

New APPIC
Member Internships
Talbert House and Affiliates
Cincinnati, OH
Texas Child Study
Austin, TX
Daily Behavioral Health
Cleveland, OH
Newark Public Schools
Newark, NJ
Asian Americans for Community Involvement
San Jose, CA
Behavioral Medicine Department
Wenatchee, WA
San Jose State Counseling Services
San Jose, CA
Kaiser Permanente Walnut Creek
Walnut Creek, CA
Institute for Multicultural Counseling
and Educational Services
Los Angeles, CA
New Connections Academy
Palatine, IL
Wisconsin Internship Consortium
in Professional Psychology
Madison, WI
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